Elk River Rouser!

arr. by Derek Atkinson
BELL/SYMPHONY

CARRY ON WAYWARD SON

Heavy Rock

To Coda

D.S. al Coda

Coda

© 1976 EMI BLACKWOOD MUSIC INC. and DON KIRSHNER MUSIC
This arrangement © 1980 EMI BLACKWOOD MUSIC INC. and DON KIRSHNER MUSIC
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured. Used by Permission.

03744000
EYE OF THE TIGER

Words and Music by
FRANKIE SULLIVAN III and JIM PETERIK
Arranged by DOUG ADAMS

© 1982 WB MUSIC CORP., EASY ACTION MUSIC, HOLY MOLEY MUSIC and RUDE MUSIC
All Rights Reserved including Public Performance for Profit
JOCK ROCK
(A Collection including: 1. Y.M.C.A. • 2. Rock & Roll - Part II (The Hey Song) • 3. Wild Thing • 4. Tequila • 5. We Will Rock You)

BELLS/XYLOPHONE
Bright Dance Beat

1. [Music notation]

(Repeat opt.)

Steady Rock Shuffle (♩♩♩ ♩♩♩) 3 Clap

2. [Music notation]

Play 3 Times

Y.M.C.A.
Words and Music by Jacques Morali, Louis Bellson and various artists
© 1978 by CAN'T STOP MUSIC
This arrangement © Copyright 1977 by CAN'T STOP MUSIC
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission

ROCK & ROLL - PART II (THE HEY SONG)
Words and Music by Gary Glitter and Mike Lavender
© Copyright 1977 by MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA, INC.
The arrangement © Copyright 1977 by MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA, INC.
International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved

Arranged by PAUL LAVENDER
Recorded by ZOMBIE NATION

KERNKRAFT 400

By EMANUEL GUENTHER
and FLORIAN SENFTER
Arranged by PAUL LAVENDER
Perc. arr. by WILL RAPP

Techno Dance Groove

Chants, Cheers – repeat as needed

Repeat as needed

Drums
LAND OF A THOUSAND DANCES

Words and Music by CHRIS KENNER and ANTOINE "FATS" DOMINO JR.

Arranged by PAUL JENNINGS
Orchestrated by TERESA JENNINGS

BELLS/VIBES

Bright Rock


Play

1st time only
